# PLASCON UPOX CLEAR VARNISH

## PRODUCT DESCRIPTION AND USES:
Plascon Upx Clear Varnish is a two component epoxy based varnish that is highly resistant to chemical attack. It is ideal for use on interior wooden furniture and parquet and cement floors which are subjected to heavy traffic flow, chemicals and detergent washing.

## SURFACE PREPARATION:
The surfaces to be varnished must be clean, dry and free from any contaminants i.e. grease, oil, wax, old paint or varnish. Abrade the surface lightly using sand paper before applying the varnish.

## FINISH:
Clear glossy (Matt & Eggshell finishes available on request).

## APPLICATION:
The product can be applied by conventional spray gun or brush, dip coating and roller coating. It is a high build product therefore three coats are sufficient to give a high gloss finish. Sanding in between coats is recommended while allowing 24 hours drying time between coats.

## THINNING & MIXING:
Mix 3 parts by volume of Plascon Upx Clear Varnish with 1 part by volume of Upox hardener and thin down with Plascon Upx Thinner to suitable application viscosity.

## EQUIPMENT CLEANING:
Clean equipment immediately after use with Upox thinner.

## COLOUR RANGE:
Clear

## SPREADING CAPACITY:
12-16 Square metre per litre @ 40 microns Dry Film Thickness (DFT) depending on the porosity of the wood.

![Warning Symbols]

- Toxic/Harmful
- Harmful/Irritant
- Highly/Extremely Flammable
- Dangerous for the Environment
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SOLIDS CONTENT: 60%

DRYING TIME: Surface dry within two hours. Sandable and recoatable after 24 hours when the product is hard dry. Maximum cure after 7 days. It is therefore advisable that painted surfaces should not be exposed to heavy traffic and abrasions until after 7 days from the time of application of the final coat.

PACK SIZES: Hardener - 1 litre Total Pack 4 lts
Upox Clear - 3 litres

POT LIFE: 6-8 Hours

N.B. Care should be taken to ensure complete ventilation and a mask should be worn in confined spaces. DO NOT mix more than can be used in 8 hours.